CAM Membership

As of Chicago conference, CAM has 200 members! CAM now enters a two-year probationary period to become an ICA division.

CAM Officers

Outgoing Chair, Patti Valkenburg
Outgoing Vice-Chair, Moniek Buijzen
Incoming Chair, Alison Bryant
Incoming Vice-Chair, Amy Jordan
Incoming Secretary, Ariel Chernin

2009 Top Faculty Papers and Top Student Papers

Faculty papers:

Infant and Preschool Exposure to Television: Relations with Cognitive Outcomes at Age Four in a Low-Risk Sample
Alexis Lauricella, Georgetown University; Rachel Barr, Georgetown University; Elizabeth Zack, Georgetown University; Sandra L. Calvert, Georgetown University

The Role of Media Literacy in Changing Adolescents’ Responses to Alcohol Advertising
Yi-Chun Chen, Virginia Tech

How Children Mediate Connections between Home and Community: The Case of Latinos in South Los Angeles
Vikki Sara Katz, University of Southern California

Student papers:

Kid Tested, Parent Approved: Parental Determination of Appropriate Television Content for Their Children
Rebecca Ortiz Langford, Syracuse University

New Spaces of Immigrant Youth Expression on the Web
Henry Mainsah, University of Oslo

Is the Web Making Rural Children Less Rural? A Study of the Internet’s Impact on Non-Urban Youth
Robert Andrew Dunn, University of Alabama
CAM Committee News

- Deborah Linebarger named Chair of Round Table Discussion Committee
- Dafna Lemish named Chair of Internal and External Awards Committee
- Roger Desmond named Chair of Media and Strategy Committee

ICA 2010: Singapore

- Dates: June 22–26, 2010
- Theme: Matters of Communication: Political, Cultural, and Technological Challenges
- Registration fee: $125 U.S. (includes daily lunches and one dinner)
- Conference hotel is Singapore Hilton: rate is $165 U.S./night (includes breakfast and free in-room internet)
- Singapore Airlines offering reduced airfare: $1300 U.S. from Europe or North America
- Possible to submit preconference proposals (deadline: September 1, 2009)